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announced the issuance of four Christmas stamps (to
be issued on November 24, 2002) in which the
central design of the stamp is outlined by
perforations. The values and “perfins’ are $0.80 -
Chrisitmas tree, $2.40 – Christmas tree ornament,
$3.00 - snowman, and $5.00 - bell. But, are these
items ‘perfins’? And, are similar, not-for-security,
officially issued by a generally accepted postal
authority items ‘perfins’.

A quick review of my memory (sometimes severely
deficient) suggests at least three similar recent
issues. The Netherlands issued a Christmas issue in
1993 (Scott #848-849) with, according to Scott,
“...perforations placed within the design to resemble
snowflakes.” The U.S. has also issued two stamps
which fit this ‘what-are-they’ category: the 1997
Mars Pathfinder souvenir sheet (Scott #3178) in
which perforations on the bottom of the included
stamp are replaced with a punched “USA” whose
top cuts into the stamp, and, the 1998 Alfred
Hitchcock stamp (Scott #3226) in which a profile of
Hitchcock is punched. And, having introduced the
question, what about the security perforations which
are appearing worldwide in the form of ovals, stars,

overgrown hyphens, and whatever else the
imagination can come up with?

At least for the group, which fits the “security
perforation” type (US Scott #3178 and the
replacement “security” perforations in the form of
ovals, stars, etc.), my feeling is that these are NOT
perfins, they are simply replacement perforation
types - but I will entertain differing opinions.
However, going beyond these (obviously futile)
“security” perforations, the question still remains --
for those items where the decorative perforation is
contained within the stamp, while perforated within
the stamp design -- are they perfins?

Rev-Perfs April Listing Additions & Corrections
Chuck Spaulding (#2355)

Julian Wokasch (# 1817) discovered two new Rev-
Perfs that are also found in US postage. Add D rated
design A64 (AC/Co) and A rated A248.4 (ASC) to
the listing published in the April Bulletin. Both
designs were found in early documentary revenue
stamps. They will be A rated when found in revenue
stamps. A248.4 is also rated A in postage, so, this
design is a very rare find in any kind of stamp.

Julian sent a lot of Rev-Perfs that are not in the US
Perfins Catalog. We knEw about all of the new
perfin designs and they will be in the perfins section
of the proposed Rev-Perfs catalog. He also sent
convincing evidence that the design we thought was
B133.5 (B.H/&Co) does not match the photo In the
US Perfins Catalog.

Therefore, this design is not confirmed as being
found in US revenue stamps. Remove the
confirming "c" in front of B133.5 from the April
listing and change the D rating to an A rating. The

entry should now read B133.5 (A) A. The "look
alike" B.H/&Co will be in the proposed Rev-Perfs
catalog.

Many of you may not know that Julian discovered a
new perfin '0"- design in US postage. The design is
O&JCo and was given the catalog number 0101.5 in
the recently published A & C # 1 sheets. The Rev-
Perfs project has known about this perfin design
which was used by Otis & Company of New York,
NY, used 1927-1931. The design is fairly common
in revenue stamps. Add this design to the April
listing as follows: c A 101.5 (A) D.

We appreciate all the work Julian did to help us with
the project and hope that other members will search
their collections and accumulations and see what
perfs they may have in any kind of revenue stamps.
We have placed no limit on the size of the perforated
design.
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